
Homework 3 Solutions

Problem 1: vortices in a strip
Part 1: 
The phase around a vortex winds uniformly in space by 2π𝜋:

ϕ𝜑(x,y)=ArcTan[y/x]

Writing z = z0 ⅇⅈ ϕ𝜑, we find that Log[z] = Log[z0] + ⅈϕ𝜑. Hence the imaginary part of Log[z] is indeed the phase of 
the order parameter. We can observe that the phase of the order parameter around a vortex is the harmonic 
pair of the potential of a charge by appealing to Cauchy-Riemann. Cauchy-Riemann tell us that two functions 
u[x, y] and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs if:
∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= ∂𝜕v
∂𝜕y

 and ∂𝜕u
∂𝜕y

= -−∂𝜕v
∂𝜕x

 

The electrostatic potential around a charge in 2D is u[x, y] = Log x2 + y2 . Let us find the harmonic pair 

v[x, y]. Taking derivative we obtain:

∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= x
x2+y2   and ∂𝜕u

∂𝜕y
= y

x2+y2

Integrating, we obtain v[x, y] = ⅆy x
x2+y2 = ⅆx

-−y
x2+y2 = ArcTan y

x
, and hence we have demonstrated that u[x, y] 

and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs. [In performing the integrals we must be carefull to choose the “correct” branch of 
the ArcTan function.]

Part 2: The free energy of the superflow is given by the expression

F = ρ𝜌s
2 ∫ⅆ2x (∇ϕ𝜑)2

Plugging in ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃] = θ𝜃 from part 1, and using the expressions for gradient in cyllindrical coordinates we obtain

F = ρ𝜌s
2 2π𝜋 r ⅆ r r: ∂𝜕r +θ𝜃

: 1
r
∂𝜕θ𝜃 ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃]

2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s ∫r ⅆ r

1
r2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s LogRMax

RMin
.

Introducing the short distance cut-off ξ𝜉, we set Rmin = ξ𝜉, curing the short distance divergence.

The energy contained in the electric field around a charge is given by the expression

F = 1
2 ∫ⅆd x E2 = 1

2 ∫ⅆd x (∇V)2

Where E is the electric field, and V the electrostatic potential. Plugging in the expressions for the potential in 2D 
and 3D, we obtain

F3D =
1
2 ∫4π𝜋 r2 ⅆ r ∇ 1

r
2 = 2π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r2
= 2π𝜋  1

RMin
-− 1
RMax

 no divergence for Rmax → 0

F2D =
1
2 ∫2π𝜋 r ⅆ r (∇ Log[r ])2 = π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r
= π𝜋 LogRMax

RMin
 yes divergence for Rmax → 0

Part 3: The current associated with the phase field ϕ𝜑 is j = ρ𝜌s ∇ϕ𝜑. Hence, the boundary condition ensures there 
is no current across the boundary.

To satisfy the boundary conditions, we need a pair of charges, one located at (0,d) and the other at (0,-d) of 
equal magnitude and opposite sign. The complex field around the charges is

U[z] :=V [z] + ⅈ ϕ𝜑[z] = Log[z -− ⅈ d] -− Log[z + ⅈ d].

The imaginary part, ϕ𝜑, is plotted below. The red dashed line indicates the location of the boundary.

In the electrostatic picture, the energy of a configuration of charges is given by 

F = ∑i qi V [ri]

where qi is the charge of the i-th charge, and V [ri] is the electrostatic potential at its location. Hence, 
F = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log[2 d /∕ξ𝜉]. 

Part 4: The conformal map takes the upper half plane and folds it in half. Consider the action of the map on the 
boundary line (x, y = 0):

x + ⅈ 0 = ⅇπ𝜋(ux+ⅈ uy)w

ux + ⅈ uy =
w
π𝜋

Log[x]

Hence x=0 get’s mapped onto ux = -−∞, uy = 0. The segment with x > 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy = 0. 
While the segment x < 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy =w. 

Part 5: The points u, u0 in the strip are associated with the points ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w, ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w in the half-space. Hence, in the 
half-space, the potential at point z from a vortex at u0 (and image anti-vortex at u0

*⋆ ) is

U[z] = Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w -− Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ /∕w . 

Using the map to associate U[z] in the half space to U[ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w] in the strip we obtain the desired answer:

Gstrip[u, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

Part 6: Setting u = u0 + ϵ𝜀, we obtain

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀

w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0

*⋆ w  ≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w  + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋

w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog π𝜋
2w

1 -− Cot π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋
w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + const.

We identify the Log[ϵ𝜀] part as the short distance divergence and subtract it out. The remaining position depen-
dent part is 

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 -− ⅈ π𝜋 a
w

+ LogSin π𝜋 a
w


The energy of the vortex is minus the Imaginary part of Gstrip.  Setting w=1, and a=0.1, we plot this energy as 
the function of the position of the vortex vortex:
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Part 7: (Final part) In the superconducting case, a magnetic field tends to attract vortices towards the center of 
the strip. In this case, the potential energy of a vortex is Evortex-−B = (2π𝜋)2  ρ𝜌s B

Φ0
 y -− w

2
2 -− ξ𝜉 -− w

2
2. Plot the 

energy of a vortex, as a function of its position in the strip, for several values of the magnetic field. Show three 
distinct regimes: vortices are unstable in the strip, vortices are meta-stable in the strip, vortices are completely 
stable in the strip. 
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The phase around a vortex winds uniformly in space by 2π𝜋:

ϕ𝜑(x,y)=ArcTan[y/x]

Writing z = z0 ⅇⅈ ϕ𝜑, we find that Log[z] = Log[z0] + ⅈϕ𝜑. Hence the imaginary part of Log[z] is indeed the phase of 
the order parameter. We can observe that the phase of the order parameter around a vortex is the harmonic 
pair of the potential of a charge by appealing to Cauchy-Riemann. Cauchy-Riemann tell us that two functions 
u[x, y] and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs if:
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∂𝜕x
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∂𝜕x

 

The electrostatic potential around a charge in 2D is u[x, y] = Log x2 + y2 . Let us find the harmonic pair 

v[x, y]. Taking derivative we obtain:

∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= x
x2+y2   and ∂𝜕u

∂𝜕y
= y

x2+y2

Integrating, we obtain v[x, y] = ⅆy x
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x
, and hence we have demonstrated that u[x, y] 

and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs. [In performing the integrals we must be carefull to choose the “correct” branch of 
the ArcTan function.]

Part 2: The free energy of the superflow is given by the expression

F = ρ𝜌s
2 ∫ⅆ2x (∇ϕ𝜑)2

Plugging in ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃] = θ𝜃 from part 1, and using the expressions for gradient in cyllindrical coordinates we obtain

F = ρ𝜌s
2 2π𝜋 r ⅆ r r: ∂𝜕r +θ𝜃

: 1
r
∂𝜕θ𝜃 ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃]

2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s ∫r ⅆ r

1
r2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s LogRMax

RMin
.

Introducing the short distance cut-off ξ𝜉, we set Rmin = ξ𝜉, curing the short distance divergence.

The energy contained in the electric field around a charge is given by the expression

F = 1
2 ∫ⅆd x E2 = 1

2 ∫ⅆd x (∇V)2

Where E is the electric field, and V the electrostatic potential. Plugging in the expressions for the potential in 2D 
and 3D, we obtain

F3D =
1
2 ∫4π𝜋 r2 ⅆ r ∇ 1

r
2 = 2π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r2
= 2π𝜋  1

RMin
-− 1
RMax

 no divergence for Rmax → 0

F2D =
1
2 ∫2π𝜋 r ⅆ r (∇ Log[r ])2 = π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r
= π𝜋 LogRMax

RMin
 yes divergence for Rmax → 0

Part 3: The current associated with the phase field ϕ𝜑 is j = ρ𝜌s ∇ϕ𝜑. Hence, the boundary condition ensures there 
is no current across the boundary.

To satisfy the boundary conditions, we need a pair of charges, one located at (0,d) and the other at (0,-d) of 
equal magnitude and opposite sign. The complex field around the charges is

U[z] :=V [z] + ⅈ ϕ𝜑[z] = Log[z -− ⅈ d] -− Log[z + ⅈ d].

The imaginary part, ϕ𝜑, is plotted below. The red dashed line indicates the location of the boundary.

In the electrostatic picture, the energy of a configuration of charges is given by 

F = ∑i qi V [ri]

where qi is the charge of the i-th charge, and V [ri] is the electrostatic potential at its location. Hence, 
F = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log[2 d /∕ξ𝜉]. 

Part 4: The conformal map takes the upper half plane and folds it in half. Consider the action of the map on the 
boundary line (x, y = 0):

x + ⅈ 0 = ⅇπ𝜋(ux+ⅈ uy)w

ux + ⅈ uy =
w
π𝜋

Log[x]

Hence x=0 get’s mapped onto ux = -−∞, uy = 0. The segment with x > 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy = 0. 
While the segment x < 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy =w. 

Part 5: The points u, u0 in the strip are associated with the points ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w, ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w in the half-space. Hence, in the 
half-space, the potential at point z from a vortex at u0 (and image anti-vortex at u0

*⋆ ) is

U[z] = Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w -− Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ /∕w . 

Using the map to associate U[z] in the half space to U[ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w] in the strip we obtain the desired answer:

Gstrip[u, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

Part 6: Setting u = u0 + ϵ𝜀, we obtain

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀

w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0

*⋆ w  ≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w  + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋

w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog π𝜋
2w

1 -− Cot π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋
w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + const.

We identify the Log[ϵ𝜀] part as the short distance divergence and subtract it out. The remaining position depen-
dent part is 

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
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-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
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 -− ⅈ π𝜋 a
w
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The energy of the vortex is minus the Imaginary part of Gstrip.  Setting w=1, and a=0.1, we plot this energy as 
the function of the position of the vortex vortex:
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Part 7: (Final part) In the superconducting case, a magnetic field tends to attract vortices towards the center of 
the strip. In this case, the potential energy of a vortex is Evortex-−B = (2π𝜋)2  ρ𝜌s B

Φ0
 y -− w

2
2 -− ξ𝜉 -− w

2
2. Plot the 

energy of a vortex, as a function of its position in the strip, for several values of the magnetic field. Show three 
distinct regimes: vortices are unstable in the strip, vortices are meta-stable in the strip, vortices are completely 
stable in the strip. 
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Part 1: 
The phase around a vortex winds uniformly in space by 2π𝜋:

ϕ𝜑(x,y)=ArcTan[y/x]

Writing z = z0 ⅇⅈ ϕ𝜑, we find that Log[z] = Log[z0] + ⅈϕ𝜑. Hence the imaginary part of Log[z] is indeed the phase of 
the order parameter. We can observe that the phase of the order parameter around a vortex is the harmonic 
pair of the potential of a charge by appealing to Cauchy-Riemann. Cauchy-Riemann tell us that two functions 
u[x, y] and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs if:
∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= ∂𝜕v
∂𝜕y

 and ∂𝜕u
∂𝜕y

= -−∂𝜕v
∂𝜕x

 

The electrostatic potential around a charge in 2D is u[x, y] = Log x2 + y2 . Let us find the harmonic pair 

v[x, y]. Taking derivative we obtain:

∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= x
x2+y2   and ∂𝜕u

∂𝜕y
= y

x2+y2

Integrating, we obtain v[x, y] = ⅆy x
x2+y2 = ⅆx

-−y
x2+y2 = ArcTan y

x
, and hence we have demonstrated that u[x, y] 

and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs. [In performing the integrals we must be carefull to choose the “correct” branch of 
the ArcTan function.]

Part 2: The free energy of the superflow is given by the expression

F = ρ𝜌s
2 ∫ⅆ2x (∇ϕ𝜑)2

Plugging in ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃] = θ𝜃 from part 1, and using the expressions for gradient in cyllindrical coordinates we obtain

F = ρ𝜌s
2 2π𝜋 r ⅆ r r: ∂𝜕r +θ𝜃

: 1
r
∂𝜕θ𝜃 ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃]

2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s ∫r ⅆ r

1
r2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s LogRMax

RMin
.

Introducing the short distance cut-off ξ𝜉, we set Rmin = ξ𝜉, curing the short distance divergence.

The energy contained in the electric field around a charge is given by the expression

F = 1
2 ∫ⅆd x E2 = 1

2 ∫ⅆd x (∇V)2

Where E is the electric field, and V the electrostatic potential. Plugging in the expressions for the potential in 2D 
and 3D, we obtain

F3D =
1
2 ∫4π𝜋 r2 ⅆ r ∇ 1

r
2 = 2π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r2
= 2π𝜋  1

RMin
-− 1
RMax

 no divergence for Rmax → 0

F2D =
1
2 ∫2π𝜋 r ⅆ r (∇ Log[r ])2 = π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r
= π𝜋 LogRMax

RMin
 yes divergence for Rmax → 0

Part 3: The current associated with the phase field ϕ𝜑 is j = ρ𝜌s ∇ϕ𝜑. Hence, the boundary condition ensures there 
is no current across the boundary.

To satisfy the boundary conditions, we need a pair of charges, one located at (0,d) and the other at (0,-d) of 
equal magnitude and opposite sign. The complex field around the charges is

U[z] :=V [z] + ⅈ ϕ𝜑[z] = Log[z -− ⅈ d] -− Log[z + ⅈ d].

The imaginary part, ϕ𝜑, is plotted below. The red dashed line indicates the location of the boundary.

In the electrostatic picture, the energy of a configuration of charges is given by 

F = ∑i qi V [ri]

where qi is the charge of the i-th charge, and V [ri] is the electrostatic potential at its location. Hence, 
F = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log[2 d /∕ξ𝜉]. 

Part 4: The conformal map takes the upper half plane and folds it in half. Consider the action of the map on the 
boundary line (x, y = 0):

x + ⅈ 0 = ⅇπ𝜋(ux+ⅈ uy)w

ux + ⅈ uy =
w
π𝜋

Log[x]

Hence x=0 get’s mapped onto ux = -−∞, uy = 0. The segment with x > 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy = 0. 
While the segment x < 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy =w. 

Part 5: The points u, u0 in the strip are associated with the points ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w, ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w in the half-space. Hence, in the 
half-space, the potential at point z from a vortex at u0 (and image anti-vortex at u0

*⋆ ) is

U[z] = Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w -− Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ /∕w . 

Using the map to associate U[z] in the half space to U[ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w] in the strip we obtain the desired answer:

Gstrip[u, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

Part 6: Setting u = u0 + ϵ𝜀, we obtain

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀

w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0

*⋆ w  ≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w  + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋

w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog π𝜋
2w

1 -− Cot π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋
w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + const.

We identify the Log[ϵ𝜀] part as the short distance divergence and subtract it out. The remaining position depen-
dent part is 

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 -− ⅈ π𝜋 a
w

+ LogSin π𝜋 a
w


The energy of the vortex is minus the Imaginary part of Gstrip.  Setting w=1, and a=0.1, we plot this energy as 
the function of the position of the vortex vortex:
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Part 7: (Final part) In the superconducting case, a magnetic field tends to attract vortices towards the center of 
the strip. In this case, the potential energy of a vortex is Evortex-−B = (2π𝜋)2  ρ𝜌s B

Φ0
 y -− w

2
2 -− ξ𝜉 -− w

2
2. Plot the 

energy of a vortex, as a function of its position in the strip, for several values of the magnetic field. Show three 
distinct regimes: vortices are unstable in the strip, vortices are meta-stable in the strip, vortices are completely 
stable in the strip. 
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Part 1: 
The phase around a vortex winds uniformly in space by 2π𝜋:

ϕ𝜑(x,y)=ArcTan[y/x]

Writing z = z0 ⅇⅈ ϕ𝜑, we find that Log[z] = Log[z0] + ⅈϕ𝜑. Hence the imaginary part of Log[z] is indeed the phase of 
the order parameter. We can observe that the phase of the order parameter around a vortex is the harmonic 
pair of the potential of a charge by appealing to Cauchy-Riemann. Cauchy-Riemann tell us that two functions 
u[x, y] and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs if:
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 and ∂𝜕u
∂𝜕y

= -−∂𝜕v
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The electrostatic potential around a charge in 2D is u[x, y] = Log x2 + y2 . Let us find the harmonic pair 

v[x, y]. Taking derivative we obtain:

∂𝜕u
∂𝜕x

= x
x2+y2   and ∂𝜕u

∂𝜕y
= y

x2+y2

Integrating, we obtain v[x, y] = ⅆy x
x2+y2 = ⅆx

-−y
x2+y2 = ArcTan y

x
, and hence we have demonstrated that u[x, y] 

and v[x, y] are harmonic pairs. [In performing the integrals we must be carefull to choose the “correct” branch of 
the ArcTan function.]

Part 2: The free energy of the superflow is given by the expression

F = ρ𝜌s
2 ∫ⅆ2x (∇ϕ𝜑)2

Plugging in ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃] = θ𝜃 from part 1, and using the expressions for gradient in cyllindrical coordinates we obtain

F = ρ𝜌s
2 2π𝜋 r ⅆ r r: ∂𝜕r +θ𝜃

: 1
r
∂𝜕θ𝜃 ϕ𝜑[r , θ𝜃]

2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s ∫r ⅆ r

1
r2
= π𝜋 ρ𝜌s LogRMax

RMin
.

Introducing the short distance cut-off ξ𝜉, we set Rmin = ξ𝜉, curing the short distance divergence.

The energy contained in the electric field around a charge is given by the expression

F = 1
2 ∫ⅆd x E2 = 1

2 ∫ⅆd x (∇V)2

Where E is the electric field, and V the electrostatic potential. Plugging in the expressions for the potential in 2D 
and 3D, we obtain

F3D =
1
2 ∫4π𝜋 r2 ⅆ r ∇ 1

r
2 = 2π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r2
= 2π𝜋  1

RMin
-− 1
RMax

 no divergence for Rmax → 0

F2D =
1
2 ∫2π𝜋 r ⅆ r (∇ Log[r ])2 = π𝜋 ∫ⅆ r 1

r
= π𝜋 LogRMax

RMin
 yes divergence for Rmax → 0

Part 3: The current associated with the phase field ϕ𝜑 is j = ρ𝜌s ∇ϕ𝜑. Hence, the boundary condition ensures there 
is no current across the boundary.

To satisfy the boundary conditions, we need a pair of charges, one located at (0,d) and the other at (0,-d) of 
equal magnitude and opposite sign. The complex field around the charges is

U[z] :=V [z] + ⅈ ϕ𝜑[z] = Log[z -− ⅈ d] -− Log[z + ⅈ d].

The imaginary part, ϕ𝜑, is plotted below. The red dashed line indicates the location of the boundary.

In the electrostatic picture, the energy of a configuration of charges is given by 

F = ∑i qi V [ri]

where qi is the charge of the i-th charge, and V [ri] is the electrostatic potential at its location. Hence, 
F = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log[2 d /∕ξ𝜉]. 

Part 4: The conformal map takes the upper half plane and folds it in half. Consider the action of the map on the 
boundary line (x, y = 0):

x + ⅈ 0 = ⅇπ𝜋(ux+ⅈ uy)w

ux + ⅈ uy =
w
π𝜋

Log[x]

Hence x=0 get’s mapped onto ux = -−∞, uy = 0. The segment with x > 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy = 0. 
While the segment x < 0 get’s mapped onto the line ux, uy =w. 

Part 5: The points u, u0 in the strip are associated with the points ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w, ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w in the half-space. Hence, in the 
half-space, the potential at point z from a vortex at u0 (and image anti-vortex at u0

*⋆ ) is

U[z] = Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w -− Logz -− ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ /∕w . 

Using the map to associate U[z] in the half space to U[ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w] in the strip we obtain the desired answer:

Gstrip[u, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 u/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

Part 6: Setting u = u0 + ϵ𝜀, we obtain

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log ⅇ
π𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0+ϵ𝜀)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀

w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w1+π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w
-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0

*⋆ w  ≃ 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s Log
π𝜋 ϵ𝜀
w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w 

= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w

ⅇπ𝜋 (u0)/∕w-−ⅇπ𝜋 u0
*⋆ w  + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋

w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌sLog π𝜋
2w

1 -− Cot π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + Log π𝜋
w


= 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 + Log[ϵ𝜀] + const.

We identify the Log[ϵ𝜀] part as the short distance divergence and subtract it out. The remaining position depen-
dent part is 

Gstrip[u0 + ϵ𝜀, u0] = 2π𝜋 ρ𝜌s
ⅈ π𝜋 uy
w

-− LogSin π𝜋 uy
w

 -− ⅈ π𝜋 a
w

+ LogSin π𝜋 a
w


The energy of the vortex is minus the Imaginary part of Gstrip.  Setting w=1, and a=0.1, we plot this energy as 
the function of the position of the vortex vortex:
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Part 7: (Final part) In the superconducting case, a magnetic field tends to attract vortices towards the center of 
the strip. In this case, the potential energy of a vortex is Evortex-−B = (2π𝜋)2  ρ𝜌s B

Φ0
 y -− w

2
2 -− ξ𝜉 -− w

2
2. Plot the 

energy of a vortex, as a function of its position in the strip, for several values of the magnetic field. Show three 
distinct regimes: vortices are unstable in the strip, vortices are meta-stable in the strip, vortices are completely 
stable in the strip. 
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